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papers, but . he was finally forced to
do so by court order, the ruling being
that the anti-trust law of Texas
gtanted the prosecution the right 'to
get any statement from anyone concerning cases at any time that they
could secure witnesses, as it was impossible that Naudain would be without the jerisdiction of the state courts
when the case was called for trial in
March, it. was deemed advisable to
secure the evidence whenever possible.
Among the facts elicited from Mr.
Naudain was that the notations on
a voucher drawn in favor of Henry
& Stribbling of Texas for ji.soo, part
of the documentary evidence was
placed there by Naudain himself on
the date stated in the notation, and
that the various signatures on other
checks and vouchers, the genuineness
o: which had been questioned, were
genuine. His evidence is claimed to
have established that the various
vouchers and other documents in the
pc:session of the attorney-general of
Texas are not forged and have not
been altered, but are correct records
of transactions between the NVatersPierce Oil company, Senator Bailey
and others.
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company of a violation of the inter- tionalist.
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state commerce act was not secured
"Our engines up. there ...on the
'e are authorized to announce the goods' charge, and failing to give
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CRAIG until last night. The boat bringing mountain," said Mt.- Horne.. "have
ididacy of Wi T. (Billy) Reed for
TENDER DANCE TO THEIR
the list of drawings arnved in Mobile a great deal of work to do, and ;bey
y jailer, subject to the action of
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yesterday, and as soon as she touched work hard; in fact, I have come to
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disability
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no
seseing
democratic party.
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law,
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took
how
and
law,
prescribed*
bY
as
alert. The quickly saw the work sician in regular practice regards his
Wet are authorized to announce the seat according to law.
in
'in the world would the board ever be City Jailer
Thomas Evitts Yesterday of printing going on ,and then follow- patients.
dida-cy of Sam L. Beadles for city
.
‘I. I ,
Celebrated His Fiftieth Birthday
ed the packed boxes of lists to the
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and
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to
eight
the names ordin-ay 1st:clone that even the best
lie:.ns will admit, and if so they must
mocratic party.
of parties to whom they were shipped
—..
and finest engineers—I mean those
rest their challenge on the board not aldermen at all times, yet the retanband obtained the information that
Railroad Commissioner.
interested in mechanics—from all over
being organized at the time Mr. beans question that right, at this
The guest.: of Hotel Craig, of Fifth they were going out of the state of the world, %shun they arrive at the
We are authorized to announce
seat. That very fact, Lime. The illustration we cite shows end Jefferson streets, will
torge W. Landram, of Livingston Smith took his
this even- Alabama After securing the evidence brie of Mt. ‘Vashington are attracted
how ridiculous the contention ai the ing
republicans
the
prevents
however,
entertain
their friends with a de- they went directly to the printing of- to the little, puffing engine that is to
tante-. as a candidate for railroad
publicans appears. 1 Ightful dance, it being one of thei- fice and made the arrest and placed carry tLeni
nonissioner from the First Rail- from raising the question at this time
upward.
Mr. Smith is a full fledged alder- tharming series they have been giv- a deputy mrashal in charge of the esad district of Kentucky; subject to Iii order to inquire into the eligibility
"The first engine built for the Mr
tablishment.
1 r. action of the democratic party.
man, and no lass lid grounds exist for ing this winter.
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be
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board the steamer Hiram, cooing martin,. go ai. far as safety permit.passes upon the eligibiffty of the The Modern Spint Triumphs Over cenddo club, which met yesterday
Republican Childishness.
from
Puerto Cortez, Honduras. No ted. and then let the steam go down
afternoon at.the studio of Miss VirNature.
members, their election or appointand fill s up tgain.
The deadlock in the board of alderginia Newell at The Inn on North arrests were made at that lime.
(Chicago Examiner.)
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n is still on. At the meeting of that
There is one hopeful fact apparent Si'e nth street.
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Evitts and in a quiet way
Put on Foot in Memphis.
board of aldermen and by a vote of have gone about the work of rebuild- it v:as celebrated in the family circle
C r grades. The first engine was lent
Memphis,
the republican candidate voted for one
Tenn, Jan. .4.--A moveing their broken cities.
to the It. & 0. railroad and tothibitaeith a sumptuous spread at the ment is on foot in this city to
that body to unseat him, but this
have
(hi his republican colleagues, while
The spirit of progress has made a home
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lam democrats stood pat for there
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Thc jailer is strong and healthy and tion of the directors of the
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matter from the standpoint whicie :71C re accident', however appalling. believes
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he will be here for another Easiness Men's club, W. A. Bickford.
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If sonic tine was contesting with Indian city are meeting the situa- t.ought to speak nothing but deeli.;n the aity clerk was unable to deAt a business afen's dub meeting seventy minutes If you succeeded it
tion. Sir Alfred Jones, after a liar, mocracy.
held yesterday H. W Brennan, a lo- would be called a great feat. We do
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gave orders for the immediate erecChurch
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project, pointing out the benefits mountain.
There is . nothing to the question matter amid pass upon the ciSime of tion of hundreds of temporary wood
The Church Furn:shing society of that could be.derived from
"No steam is used in coming down
such a line
in sect by the SlIpthficans. Mr. J. each. hut in the absence of such con- en structures for the housing of the the First Christian church gives its of communication between
the two the mountain, gravity alone doing the
Little was du* elected an alder- tset, the election and resignation of city's homeless. In the midst of this lentertainmene ells !evening at the largest cities in the state
work and the machinery holding
The telegram sent by President bac'
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, All the steam generated comes
by the qualifsei.vmers of the lir. Little, and the appointment and he paused long enough to give a home of hfirs. J. •IC. Bondurant on
cheering interview. Here is the ring Sixth and Harrison streets, and every- Bickford follows:
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"You can take my word for it this fine program will be rendered. It is laoking to the development of the the compressing
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fierk. He took the4oath and in every accepted by the clerk which settles calamity will not interfere in the least to- benefit of the society treasury
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after
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time.
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matter
at
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see and to the promotion of closer On a rise of nearly
ay qualified forrille bffice, thereby
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P. D. C. Club Meets.
relations between Nashville and hfem- mile a test has shown
ally. succeeding one, of the alder- the organization of the board that the island," he 'aid. "The produce
that
the
horseThe
P.
la.
C.
club will be enter- phis with all intermediate points, the
and products of the country have not
power transmitted to both cog wheels
*Ito *ho *was defeated in November. body sees fit to question the right
been interfered with in the slightest tained tomorrow afternoon by Miss Business Men's club launched a move- WU 517.
the
ztii January, Alderman-elect Little of .any member to a scat in it,
Elizabeth
Setaree• at their home on ment looking to the construction by
degree. The houses that have been
"Th-re were some small motintain
'resigned and filed hisewritten resigna- board may do so in the manner pre- destroyed arc mostly old and deserved Fourth and Monroe streets.
the state of Tennessee of a public railways
built heeler This tits 10. .
highway from Nashville to Memphis, Washington
Ilion with the mayor, who is the prop- scribed by law and such rules as the to be destroyed. The prosperity of
was thought of. but there .
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under such good roads legislation at never
the island, I repeat, has not been af&r offienesetier•eteeive smsignations of board may adopt.
was a mountain railway that .
the present assembly shall provide."
But to return to the main point and fected."
itj‘ of
ever claimed construction as origeeted by the people.
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It Ina) be a good thing for human.he mayor,
"di; the charter the ;.rd that is Alderman Smith'" right have the divine secret of mastery over
ity's vanity that the lower animals
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Springfield,
Ill., Jan. 24.—Oppontpower to fill itiervaeancies is vested to assume the duties of his office. whatsoever may befall. To such men
cannot express their opinions of us.
the whole world grin
enti
of
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administration
in the mayor. lder the charter the The law fixes the number of aldermen the accidents of the outward world today
Made an effort before the
officers-elect fisliliktP• the duties of for Paducah at . eight. The board arc but incentives and challenges to Sangamon county grand jury to bring
CONDESSILD STATILM/NT OF
their officers troi.tbc first Monday in eatieut consist of less than eight for their own courage and resource.
about the indictment of Mayor Harry
ie. • Devereaux,
former
provisions
been
City
necessary
all
have
Comptroller
Lir34)'; FEL that day Mr. Littic.. beSan Francisco's "Barbary Coast," James Hall and Cagy Treasurer Wilele
it a Member of the general colun- wade to elect or appoint that num- like its Chinatown, is being
re-erected liam Dowing on charges of the mis.•city is entitled to eight on the old site, thus fulfilling the pre,
atiffailffealleAlajtatalefeafter lie -resigned?
appropriation of city funds.
llotolbr. Thursday
evening aldermen and when a citizen is either dictions of those who said that the
The officials are accused of divertwhen the board Of aldermen met in duly elected. or appointed, and quali- good resolutions made after the fire ing from certain of the regular fundi
KENTUCKY
rr gular session and to
organize. fies according to law, that moment by the San Franciscans would not last of the city some $5o,000 with which
long.
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ray
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indebtedness
of
long
standof Rosiness December 31, 1906.
Mayor .Yeiser, after the board had lie becomes possessed with all the
ing against the city.
lien called to Ofill4, read Mr. Little,s. rights and privileges enjoyed by AUTHENTICITY
RBIOURCES.
It is not charged that they used the
OF
-reeignation,. ;and itninediataly age elc.h and every member of the board,
THE DOCUMENTS money for their own benefit, but that
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by
. Smith having taken the oathof ofti&t the
•••,
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ment.
Evidence.
am'. coalifird, took his seat and par-. of that body. If the republican memCash and Exchange
Austin, Tex., Jan. 24.—Acting tinder
$6,709.95
-:rs have the right to question Alder- authority granted him by the Texas NEW BASEBALL LEAGUE
t:cipated in the efforts to organie% Le
4
t
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man Smith's right to participate in anti-trust law, Count'' Attorney
the. board. •
• •
-y
."
Brady
late
yesterday
afternoon
had
$*62,154,49
's'The eltariet sets forth the qualifi- the orgaThization of' the board, he has
H. Naudain. ;pie of the auditors of
Clarksville, Tenn., Jan. 24.—A move
LIABILITIES.
cations of -members of the general the very same right to question the the Waters-Pierce Oil company at St.
probably will be started in this city
•couneil, all of which Mr. Smith pop- right of the others to that privilege. Louis, who is in this city, brought looking to the
organization of a base- Capital Stock
50,000.00
sesses, and no one has entered a
To put the matter in another light, before Judge J. D. Moore, justice of ball league for the coming
,42
149.
season. Undivided Profite
the
peace,
in
order to have hits tes- The Kitty league, with which
—11WIFRII.for "his -teat,-and -the law hav- we wish to be directed to that porClarkstzfy as to the auhenneity 'of docu- ville was at one
'tit/441. Va(00485.310
time connected, has Deposits
ing been olryed in exery .particutar tion . of .the •charter which denies the
mentary evidence held' by the stale in 'gone through
le!
and it is planned to orno valid grjugds exists for questioin; Isawful , appointee of the mayor the connection with the
:
:
Waters-" ere ganize a league with
Clarksville, Hopine his eligibility or his right to a right to assume the duties of the Oil company, and which will be used
$262,r 54.09
insville, Bowling Green, Springfield,
.
.
seat,,ia that body.- Mre Little's !elec.
ite until after the board is organ- in the Jorthcoining anti-trust
wensboro and Henderson as mem- A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the net
against the company. This testimonY •
t:on, was regular; :his qualifying for ized: 'Thciie is no such law.
bers. This league would doubtless
now playing a prominent part in
earnings of the past six months, and credited to Ake
office was legal; his eight to 'resign
prove a strong one. There would 13C
Now for sake' of argument, suppose the investigation of eSenator J.
W• no long jumps,'and the cost of trans- stockholders payable on demand.
no one can question. The mayor Alderman Smith couhl not legally Dailey by the legislative, committee.'
could not refuse to accept the resigna- take his seat until after the board
Mr. Naudain, through his attorneys, portation, which has.been an import-'
Judge
J. D. Johnson of St. leouis ant and serious item to the teams in I
tion, and having .accepted •it, it be- is organized, and three more of the
the Kitty league, will be considekably
came his duty to appciint come one'rtembers should resign, that would and Judge R. L. Penn of, this*ity. reduced. The
salary limit would be
exerted every effort to refrain from
:0 fdl the vacancy. Mr. Smith pets- lave only four aldermen to. constipa sing tlpon the authenticity oi tlie low, and with the support the teante
vouln oceive good ball is assured.
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"ALL PEOPLE WANT IS
A SWITCHMAN ACCEPTS A CALL
CHANCE AT REPUBLICANS." IS WARRANfED TO BE ASSISTANT
r -

BOMBSHELLS JOSEPH
THIS AND SEVERAL OTHER WELL LOADED
KOLLEY CHARGED REV. J. R. CLARK OF PARIS
WERE PITCHED INTO THE REPUBLICAN
CAMP
LAST
WITH STEALING WHISKEY
TENN., COMES HERE
NIGHT BY DR. PHIL STEWART, THE NEW DEMOCRATIC
FROM BOX CAR.
MONDAY,
MEMBER, WI-10 PUT THE OTHERS TO ROUT—MAYOR YEISER AND ALDERMAN HANK ••TIE UP" OVER THE FRANK
SMITH APPOINTMENT — CLERK BAILEY TOOK A LITTLE
SAY HUMBLE AND CALLED A RECESS UNTIL 11:30 O'CLOCK
THIS MORNING—HOT MEETING OF THE ALDERMANIC
BODY LAST EVENING.

FOUR QUARTS FOUND
WILL ASSIST REV. GALVIN
CONCEALED IN LOCKER
THOMPSON WITH WORN

DON GILBERTO
Celebrated his seventy-first birtrday at "The Home of the
Williow Springs," where all his patrons and Friends shook
hands with him and said:. "Uncle Don, you are no back
number, are yon?". And, of course, "The Don" treated all of
them to "High-balls" of the celebrated "Wallow Springs"
with
"Shamrock.". One and all wished him long life and plenty
of "Willow Swings."
Of course, everyone knows Don Gilberto will
do everything
he says he will, and for this month, and
this month only, he
will give to his patrons, friends and enemies,
a chance to
procure the Celebrated

Y4'
JAMES E. ENGLISH AND J. REV: FIELDS AND COLONEL
four
republiGRANT ENGAGE IN ALdesiocrat,
you
reason
W.
Little,
who
was last
POTTER
"The -truly
AT
MEMPHIS,
LEGED CURSING BBB.
TNN., REVIVAL NOW.
cans are nom in this board is becauss November elected by the people to
the people did not have a chance to enter the board January t, but who
es
put you out last election like they did resigned and the mayor selected Mr.
the four. :others of your political Smith to the place. Mr. Hank spoke !nese Wilson Accused of Beating Res. Pinkerton Left Last Evening
bottled in bond and four years old, at wholesale
as if he thought the mayor guilty of
For Sedalia. Mo., to Start Profaith." -o
Lonnie Bissell—Fred ()gain
prices, in fe-.,
membrance of his birthday anniversary and in
underhand
an
the
ed
trick
appointing
by
by
fired
was
Meeting.
tracted
shot
This 'hot
Lost Overcoat.
appreciation of
what one and all have done for him since he
newly elected democratic alderman. Smith to sit in the board before the
opened, two years
ago.
republican
organized
body
and
elected
its presiDr. Phittestewart, into the
rah, duriag•the lively meeting held dent. The mayor was present and
Rev. J. R. Clark of Paris, Tenn.,
Switchman Joseph Kolley, of the
by the aldermen last night for self lost no time in responding in one of Illinois Central railroad yards, has has accepted the call to come to
his old-ftue "war horse" speeslies hanging over his head the serious Faducatt and be the assistant to Rev.
eral hours.
4 full quisrts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey,
The ill-advised speech of Alderman during which he warmed the coat- charge of stealing quart bottles of Calvin M. Thompson, pastor of the
tails
Hank,
Mr.
of
explained
and
the whiskey from a box car while it was First Baptist church. 'A communicaHubbard, hold-over republican, cornpelted Alderman -Stewart to throw the charter gave him a right to fill any in the yards bpitig handled by the tion to this effect was received yesbombshell. into the reptsblicen camp vacancy, and he acted only within his crew. The young man is well known
6 full'quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey.
. terday morning from him, announcing
and it Showed' plainly bow the retort authority, which was approved by and claims that he did not steal the that he accepted and would arrive
„hurt, ei- arincing under it, and quiver- everybody except the republicans.
liquor, but found the .• four ,quarts here next Monday to assume his
clgties. The congregation is pleased
The mayor was justly angry and scattered at different points, one
anger, Earl Palmer, another
ing
of the tour hold-over republicans, got Mr. Hank courteously apologized to der a pile of ties, another beneath at his acceptance, as he is a vigorous,
- - la full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey,
up and tried to answer Dr. Stewart, the extent that he meant no personal some brush and the two Others at dif- brilliant and earnest young minister
but his ten-melds fell fiat, and with ap- reflection on the mayor, but still he ferent places. He was arrested last with a bright future before him, and
one excellently fitted for the importparent Iftscomhoste be. agatu took his did not think the act was right at all. afternoon by Spe.cia,1 ,-dfficerDk
the
If
mayor
had not filled the va- Tolbert, of the railroad yard force. ant place.
seat.
cancy
when
Little
resigned, there and taken to the city hall, where he 'The church has built up to -such
Go Down la HilitnrY•
propqrtiona
that
Dr.
would
have
been
four
republicans in was locked up, but shortly thereafter wonderful
Palmer
said
remarks
During 1iis
Thompson cannot look after all the
t
body
he
and
only
three
democrats
distilled at McMinnville, Tents., by Hennessey & Co.. foto4kla
was released on executing bond.
that the 1906 republican administra•
work incidental to the pastorate,
one
republican
a
,
!he
and
month only at the following prices:
s
could
have
capSeveral dozen quart bottles of therefore an assistant will fill the pultion wohtd go down in history
411,
tured
the
presidency
, which would liquor were stolen from the box car a
4 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy
of the greatest in Paducah, and some
pit when the other desires, and give
bystander, remembering the 8,44.0tx hats. left the mayor in the attitude of few days ago, and yesterday a switch- general assistance in every departover into the republican man who works at night
deficit 'the 'slob rejublicans left over it
was noticed nignt of the calling.
pay off, ranks aro! letting them name the pres- in
an irtoxicated condition. Ire works
for the 19,7 democrats to
Rev. Clark Is a young man, single,
6 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,
"opposite" Kolley and the officer, in sad for some time has been looking
audibly remarked loud enough for ident•
Dr. Stewart Makes Some Remarks trying to find out what became of the lifter several congregations its the
many to hear:
"There is no question but ohat the
Alderman Hubbard, republican, dur- liquor, asked Kolley to let him open neighborhood of Paris.' He comes
13 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy.
moot, republican regime would
ing a talk said the democrats had the Kolley's locker in the little flag house highly recommended for the 'place
in the south yards. In the locker the and will receive a cordial and co-opdown in history, and that if it had presidency of
council,
and
the
as the
continued nuszli longrf it would have republkans mere representatives of switchmen keep their lanterns and el at • reception.
to
carried the CilY of Paducah down
the people. he thought the latter other 'flicks, and on being asked to
Remember that the Celebrated "Willow Springs" Whiskey
Pada:sham Participating.
b-4 in ruin and bankruptcy."
should have the aldermanic erect- open his, Kolkor claimed to have tom
is
a pure sour-mash whiskey, not a svreet mash, nor a continu,The
Memphis
(Tenn.) CommercialThe meeting was Tavel)" thr4
"
"
4
/ ' dency. It was this ill-advi•ed thrust the keys. On the box being forced
ous run of the still.
Appeal
Wednesda
follows
manner
y
spoke
democrats
made
a:I
as
0
IA
44
four
the
quarts
sold
of liquor were found
at the tom incoming densoctats that
Across the "Brook" and over the "H ilk" at "The Home of
of propositions looking towards a set- made an opening through which inside, and deeming this ample evi- teurdnig Rev. Peter Fields. Colonel
the Willow Springs," in "Early Tones in leos.. "Jack and
Joseph
E.
Potter
and
others
this
of
fitment of the deadlock. bet the stnb• Dr. Stewart. line of the new demo- dence of theft Officer Tolbert arrest.
Gilt" and "Beam" drank the celebrated "Willow Springs" with
born rephblicans would not consent to ,„sic sent some seheapnel and boobs ed the young man, who has alwayr city, who are at that city participating
Don Gilberto at No. zs6 South Fourth Street, Paducah Ky.
in
revival
the
Rev.
of
George
Cates.
a thing. Finally the gathering broke into the republican camp by inform- stood well in the estimation of everyalt. today winds up the eighty-fifth
up by City Clerk Henry Bailey. n
ing the blacks and mans in no 'math- body, and who strenuonaly denier slay oi the revival:
that he came by the whiskey other
is acting president by virtue of his takable terms that last November
the
than finding it hidden in the Lards
office until the board orithoszes, de- people of Paducah
turned out the.
A TALL SON OF ANAK
Kolley has been employed shy the •
•claring a recess until 8:3o o'clock - -4 four republicans whose terms
expired
Ninong
those appearing on tl.
road for several years and alwayr
morning, when the members resume this January 1. the voters
thereby
platkoem was Rev. Peter H. Field•
Corns go with me to the Willow Springs,
bore
a
order
•0
good
the sitting. He did this in
reputation.
• tutu/ of the 'Third 3trcet Method:
evidencing their desire for no more
Have yu ever yet been there?
•
have time for the city solicitor to ad- republicans continuing through
Take a drnle and you are !hire to think
Fadycah. Ky. Like the lit,
:907.
vise on the point of order raised by , and the only reason the republicans
Ionic Saul, son of Kish, he tows'
Cursing Match Charged.
You own the arth and air.
Palmer.'who wants the clerk to pass in the hoard now ospiviaa
James E. English. the commissio
1--ad and shoulders above his bret:attOr
n
Close by the Springs stand a Grand Old man;
upon the eligibility and qualifications seats was because the people tut
No- man, and J. Grant. the pressing club rin. It was also suggested that
He will dip, and talk, and tell—
of Alderman Frank Smith, who was a-ember did not get a chance to vote man, were arrested
rescmbled
d
that
other tribe of
yesterday by- OffiEarth's
flowers may blast rod the green grass die,
appointed by Mayor Yeiser the first them out, which nould have been cers Johnson
and Cross on the charge settlers in Canaan, the son of Anak,
But
what care you—"All's well."
Thursday of this month. %hen Mr donc had the opportunit arose.
wl•eu
of
it
was
said "there were giants
engaging in a cursing match over
y
ConJohn Little, one of the democrats terming. Dr. Stewart said the people the telephone.
in
the
land."
Both gate bond for
The Willows spring, and the springs speak back.
elected, resigned .his seat.
J. E. Potter. an estimable Baptist
at lar,te sent him and the three other their aRpearance this morning in the
And the good old world jogs on—
When the meeting opened last new democrats to the board and this police court.
deacon of Paducah. accompanied by
But what care those who tasve felt its thrill
night Palmer. Hank. Hubbard ane strong democratic sentiment demand.
English had the other to press and two elect ladies, Mrs. Potter and Mrs.
And seen "Good Uncle Don."
Chamblik the four republicans who ed that democracy ru;e. which
pre- clean some clothing for hint, and they Crouse, who were among the most
A song may die,
hold over uhtil the end of this )ent 'vented ally republican sitting in the had a falling out
efficient workers in the great meetabout the payment
and sit in the board. were present. as chair.
ing
And the world forget both you and other things.
held
in
Paducah
by
Mr.
Cates,,
of it. Grant claims English owed
Unless you see and feel the flow
were the three new democrats. AlderThe well knots it physician scut $7.25. but he wanted to pay only $.4.50 added much pleasure to the meeting
Of good old Willow springs,
oh yesterday. These visiting friends
men Lige Raker, Phil Stewart and , charge after charge at the republican for the work.
They called each other
s
from
Kerftucky
Frank Smith. who the first of this and when he finished the
have
come
representtoo spec- up over the telephone and both
Then take us back to Willow Springs.
ing the Christian workers of Paduyear took the seats vacated by the , tators loudly cheered him.
Earl charge the other with having used
Down by a shady del
cah to bear greetings of former cofour other republicans who were put Palmer. one of the republicans,
tried abusive and obscene !anglicize during lahorers
Let us think and drink srd roll on the grass—
of
Rev.
Cates. and also to
out of the' board by the people at the to answer, but his remarks fell flat, their conversati
on.
For the good old springs won't tell.
help in the great meeting :10N- goine
Jest general election. Alderman Han- ; except where he said that
the repub.
on
here."
nan, the fourth new democrat, was lican regime of 1906 "would
go down
"Red Row" Habitue,
absent on account of illness.
:in history" In this everybody agreed
Ed Burrows, colored, was arrested
Bk'sn In the bottle
Start Another Revival. •
Two aigrublican Nominees.
with him, and the only cheer he got yesterday on the charge
of using inRev. W. If. Pinkerton left iast
In
finishing was from two republican sulting language towards Jesse
WILLOW SPRINGS and DON GILBERTO
"Fhe. democrats nominated Hanitetio
l
Bum- erering for Sedalia, )4o., where tofor president. while the republicans , officeholders who looked cheap in puss. The former was taken
charge night he starts a protracted meeting
put up both Palmer and Chamblin on itheir furtive glances around for more of out in the "Red Row" section
of that will be continued for about four
their s-de for thc chair. Theseeptibli- 'cheerers."
West Tennessee street and locked up or five weeks.
He just returned
cans had to put up two men to preAlderman Palmer then raised a by Officer Jake Rouse.
IVerIneselay from Lawrenceville, Ill.
vent electing a democratic president. point of order to effect that the nets
and after spending a day here with
as with Hannan..dernoceat, absent the aldermapic board had never yet been
Breach of Peace.
his family, went on to Sedalia to start
thrse..saiteiniswdeasocrats voted for organized, therefore it was the duty
Jesse Wilson, white, was arrested the series there.
him. while thamblin,
Hank and Hub. of the temporary president, City by Officers Hurley' and
Singery at it At Lawrenceville he remained for
bard, of the atillblidertok. voted for Clerk Tiailey, to decide the eligibility noon yesterday on
the charge of several weeks, during which time
Palmer ; voted for of its members, and especially Frank striking and beating Lonnie Bissell.
sixty-eight additions were made to
Ch
i
.
to prevent the Smith, appointed by the tiaj4ist to fill
the congregation of the Christian
election of
annan, which would out Little's term. President Bailey
church, thirty joining last Sunday
Overcoat Stolen.
have resulted had,e&tater voted for tOld.Palmer he would declare that
Fred Oswin, of Sixth and Monroe alone.
Hannan, as the iitTer 'would have point out of order and not pdiaron it. streets, reported to the
police yester:
gotten four votes and Palmer three Palmer and the republicans insisted day that sonic one had
Ladies Mite Society.
stolen his fine
This trick of Painter's of voting for claiming the clerk was not Performing overcoat which he
.The
Ladies'
Mite society of the 5 _
bought several
ChassAiii made it's° thaillannan got his dhties by refusing to peed on the weeks ago at Baltimore
'Firs Baptist church will meet at 3
ONLY TWO JURYMEN
•
more before that time there was
only the three democratic votes,1 matter. The clerk pastel tli4tti 'a
o'clock this afternoon with Mrs. J.
IN
THAW
CASE swarm of people -around the court
R. Puryear of Broadway between
the three other republicanit"nice one" by responding- that if' the SIX "GREASERS" LAID
LOW
69i1cling.
•
and.4rnb
Ch lin one re/w hits:4r ballot republicans did not skink he -was
BY AMERICAN COWBOY; Fighth and Ninth streets.
The third juryman who was chose':
that of Palmer. It takes four to elect i doing his duty to get • •dtpNew York, Jan. 24.—The -econd
arsine •
yesterday, was excused for some privWO -only seven sitting.
Missionary Society.
Ichargrs and fire him, if they; thought
Douglas, Ariz., Jan. 24.—In a single
day of the trial of Harry Thaw for ate ceascut wiiielt
could not be
i,114
Missionar
y society of the First the
i they could.
handed combat at a Southern Pacific
Pair Proposition,
murder of Architect Sanford ictrtted.
•
Presbyteri
an
church
will
meet
this
camp, eight miles from Montezuma,
"%Jut ballotilig for quite a while and
White drew another big cnowd to the
Clerk Calls Recess.
Sonora, Mex., Bert Zeeley, an Ari- afternoon with Mrs. D. A. Yeiser nt
the deidlock styl,e
'ng, the demoThree Feet Make a Yard.
scene
2
.of the trial today, deSpite the
Cclock.
in
her'
Fina:ly,
home
on
on
the advice of the city zona cowboy, yesterday
North
crats ma& a
shot and Fourth street.
°gal
*Pr'Pmi. solicitor, the clerk called a
(Reading,
fact
Mich., Ifustlerh
that
it
was
known
".
killed
spectators
recess-until
six Mexicans. He killed three
*ton looking towards sktling things
A Hillsdale lady, overcome with
.would be. hart-ed. When court opened
Thc democrats agreed to flip a dollar 11:30 o'e- fock -shis morning, to that by each in two separate fights and esSteel ties exclusively are to be
*for hearts or taile. If heads came up then he can get legal advice and pass caped.
shopping cares, went into the meat
used on the Bessemer Sr Lake Erie today only two jurymen had. been authe clemocrats were lo name a repub- on the point of order raised. The
'cepted, aften an examination of a market and asked for a yard of pork.
railroad hereafter, according to an
lie cannot move hearts whose
lican'io be president for six months, temporary chairman is empowered to
score of talesmen. The opening of When she got
heart announcement made by Chief
home she disgovered
declarr
a
recess
Engin- the case was set for 10:30 before
and
chhttiot
the
be
republican
and at the-end of the half year let the
s
moved.
eer Porter,
the clerk had given •hen three pig',
were not prepared for this twelv
Judge Fitzgerald and for an hour or
wine what democranlicy
evtrublioans
feet.
4
'desired to occupy the presiding chair t hour one,- but the clerk is posted on
ntary law, and the lawyer°,
for the last six rnortths. The republi• eparliame
claim acted legally.
cans siltinid not hear to this, because
The hoard re
assembles this morning at that hour
y.ilrat_ the demoerats would never
v
hear, his
decision, when business
ittenhZ
.lit OPafttiei
:hvartifing the oresiwill
then be resumed. The republidential chair', gut were %tilling for any
'cans did not want the recess, but
body else.
the
•
During speeches made Ahrerrnan clerk made them take it. as they
-Woo repubtican, shade a• vigorous forced it .on him.
"We KINC§OFIICEMENT"
The meeting was full* of live!)
tett settingt forth ilti4 views tn
•
the scraps throughout and the
effect that he did not think
trickery of
biwYcle the republicans was
met boldly by th,
Ytiser acte *right'zin selecting Frank
!democrats, who carried their , points
.141111110
01i .;
W'Ski the Vacant
chair !eft by the resignation of John and were not lost in the,liadly milted
,ennte.

Willow Springs

Prices For This Month Only
$3.60

$3.60

$3.60

$5.00

$5.00

$5.00

$9.60

$9.60

$9.60

--

PURE APPLE BRANDY
$3.60

$3.60

$3.60

$5.00

$5.00

$5.00

$9.60

$9.60

$9.60

-WILLOW SPRINGS"

"TthelHE
—lHoniof WILLOW
SPRINGS"
No, 116 S. Fourth Street, Paducah, K
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52, sa-cio

the net
to the

hier•
Effher.

!Mali& t

.
Best Kentucky and Illinois
Coat,-:"

frAlTo—dealer in:Lime and Cement. Agen
t for WiSitehall and Agatite Cement

H. M. CUNNINGHAM

iliFlionesgOki 960;New 245.

Thirteenth and Adams Street":

,04,4444144.904.414•06.4

414444416114.41011141011414

4

Efingeref Co.
.;Undertakers and Embalmers.
PADUCAH, KY

130 S. THIRD STREET:

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-'

Campbell Block.
-

-

Office Phone 369.

ResIdcace Phone 72c

INSURE WITH—

L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696

Office. 306 Broadway

Paducah Transfer Company
(Iecor porsted.)

GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
441144.0.4

SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHINUHT AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD&

corms

SECOND AND 1110/6 ROE.

COCKTAIL Alf THREE FORKS
-

A CURIOUS PROFESSION.

"I was standing in the barroom in a
resort at Three Forks," said a travelkaag man, "waiting for the proprietor
)arrive, in the hope of placing a
small order. While I was waiting,
two cowboys, wrapped in fur tats,
their own dignity and a reputation as
the top riders of the country welch
stretches away toward the head of
Willow Creek, came Into the saloon
sac:, marching up to the bar, denia.nd
ed a cocktail.
'The bartender looked nOnpluseed
fOr • moment, but he was not to be
shut out, so he grabbed the biggest
glass he could find behind the bar anti
immediately got busy. If there wat
anything there he missed putting into
that glass, from the salt and pepped
sauce used to flavor the beer, to the
snippings from the ends of the cigar/
which he found in the cigar cutter, /
could not see it, and when he had
finally finished he had two big bees
glasses full of the mixture.
"The boys both tasted thq beverage
and It did not taste good. Each had
unlimbered a big gen and, playfully
toying with the weapons, they sag•
gested that the bartender drink his
own mixture. It required some per
suasion, but finally, to avoid trouble
he swallowed the contents of both
glasses. 'Now, make your will, yes
would-be poisoner,' shouted the punch
era, and solemnly they put their guns
back where they belonged, treated th4
house to the cigars and faded away
into the distance, their horses hitting
only the high spots as they disappeared up the valley.
"And I tell you, the impromptu has
tender had good occasion to make his
will. For three or four hours he was
thc sickest man I ever saw, and It
took the services of a doctor, who
worked over him for an hour or two
• bring him back ICI life again."

The question of employing "el*
quers" in New York theaters has been
agitated, but it is safe to say that the
American sense of humor will never
permit this. The claque In European
cities consists of a small body of men,
under the orders of a chief, who undertake to applaud actors and actresses at certain times. The only one ot
the ['and who Is remunerated is the
chief. The men under him get the
privilege of seeing the play without
paying for their seats. The "chefs
de claque" of the great subsidised
theater of Paris are officials paid by
the management to do certain work.
Their salaries vary from 300 to 600
francs a month, and for that sum they
are expected to take with them into
the theater at each performance a oertain number of men with big, strong
hands and intelligent moult to dap
when they are given the signal by
their leader.
The claquer's work does not demand
latallect of•high order. The chief is
supposed to have taken notes at the
rehearsals, to have consulted with the
manager, to have talked with the author, and to have• very accurate idea
of the good points of the play. The
men under him are scattered all about
the house ready to give a quick response to the signal of their leader.
Most of these men are eminently respeotable. They aro small shopkeepers, students of the drams and pupils
of the Conservatoire. with insufficient
money to spend upon theater going.
At the opera they number 30. They
assemble every evening at half-past
seven in a cafe at the corner of the
Boulevard Haussmann and the Rue
Lafayette, where they crowd around
their leader and answer to their names
/Ike small schoolboys. 'As each an'
swers 'present" to his name be re
esterss a metal ticket upon which is the
numtar of his seat

Decoction That Was Too Much fez Body of Men Under Direction ef
Cowboys and the Mixer Had
Chief Who Applaud Actors
to Drink It.
on the Stage.

BOTH PHONES.

CASTE IN THE KITCHEN.

P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT

"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS'
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTEREST ON IT AND SEE liOW.SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
_
BAND ACCOUNT.

Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR

ONE AND

LEARN

HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.

MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway

PERILS OF LAKE SAILORS.
Case if a Cook Who Couldn't Affeed
to Reside on Just a Plain
'trio Is the Water Most Dreaded of
Street
the Whole Great Chain
The Lindsay farnity was moving out
et the old house on an avenue Into a
new house on a fashionable street. At
that critical period the Lindsay mak
gave notice of leartag. The mistress
was in despair, for the cook was a
model one, and bad lived with then
ter years, relates the Chicago Record
Herald.
"It will be so much more convenient
In the Lew house. Nora, and we have
depended on you so long I don't use
how we can part with you now. At
least tell use why you are going?"
Mrs Lindsay pleaded.
"Well, mews, I have my own reputa
Oen to look after," answered Nora,
"and if I west &gin the rules of the
Intelligence sassiety I belongs to they
wouidn't lave me a reccond in the best
houses, an' then I'd be down and out—
seer'
"No, I don't see," retorted bee ve•
tress. "tell me exactly why you are
giving up a place that bas always
suited you for an uncertainty"
"Sure! item, it's because of the mov
lag. You are going to live on a street?
"Yes; one of the finest In tbe city'
"An' I've always lived ou • avenue
mew If it was a terrace, or a tsoule
yard, I might be willlo' to change, but
when me friends found that I was liv
lag on Just a street they'd all cut me.
they would. Indeed. mew. I draw thr
lime at a street."

of Lakes.
The lake sailors think Cloy lave
nearly all the dangers and hardships
of the Atlantic seamen (except their
poor pay) and otter perils of their owe
besides, says Outing. They have no
tidea—except every seven years, some
say—but they have currents to consider, currents that run In all sorts ot
different directions at unscheduled
Intervals. They have no banks of
Newfoundland, but they have fogs; foe
Instance in the Straits of Mackinac—
full of reefs, Islands and other vessels.
Worse than that, they have forest fires
which send thick clouds of smoke for
many miles across the water, stinging I
Ike eyes and blinding them.
Lake Erie, the smallest but one of
the group, Is considered the worst of
alL Lake Sueprlor is deep, over 1,000
feet in some places. reaching 600 feet
above the sea level and 400 ft below,
but Lake Erie In Its deepest spots Is
only about 200 and In most parts much
shallower. Accordingly one of those
sodden and furious storms kick' up •
tremendous row, so that between the
very choppy sea and the constant danger of running aground the lake cap- i
tains dislike Lake Brie in a blow more
than any other, for, as with sailors
the world over, it is not the water
(which Is their element), but land
which they fear.

Wall Paper
Now is the Cime to Buy
Wall gaper
(Lie 'have the largest line of up-to-date7wall paper
in the city and ot the most striking prices

picture
frames

,;
0

picture
frames

c. c. Lee
I for Tour picture frames
315 BROACOMHT

:Subscribe For The Register
•••mg•

ilryfigigiargpeemareestanstrerogries..re

For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Padlachlk WI

have placed civics of the directories a f the cities named below in the atom
lug Register office at 533 Broadens y, where the public is invited to cell
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.

THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
STATES.

An old woman onoe asked in • dry
goods store to be shown some silk. A
young clerk showed her some, saying.
"We can do this for you at 81.60 a
yard." The woman asked for some
thing better, but the clerk replied that
"Wilde's is not the first good book 14 they
had nothing better. Whereupon
have been written in jail," he said
the proprietor came forward and said:
"Jail, in fact, seem; to be a good place
'You must excuse my assistant, matc write books in. Literary men stir
dam; he is new to the business. Here,
pass themselves there.
madam, is a superior article, $2.60 a
'John Bunyan wrote Pilgrim's Frog yard. If It were not
for the fact that
fess' in jail.
I bought it some time ago we should
"Cervantes wrote 'Don Quixote' Is have to charge you
$3.75 for, as you
prison.
are doubtless aware, owing to the re
"Defoe laid the plans for 'Robinsor cent epidemic among the silkworms,
Ctusoe' during a term of oonfineroeat the price of silk has increased ences
Imposed on him for the writing of
mously of late." The customer took
pamphlet called 'The Shortest Way the silk. A few days later the same
with the Dissenters.'
old woman came in and asked foi
"Leigh Hunt wrote 'Rimini' in jail. some tape. The clerk said, glibily:
"Sir Water Raleigh, during Els 14
"Here are some that we ran let you
years' imprisonment in the tower ol have at 16 rents the dozen yards. If 11
London, wrote his excellent 'History wasn't for the fact that we have had
of the World.'
it in stock some time we should have
'Silvio Pellico and Tasso both did to charge 25 cents, for, as you are
their best work in jail."
doubtless aware, owing to the recent
epidemic among the tapeworms, the
Sheep in Spain.
price of tape has gone up enormously."
There are about 10,000,000 of mlgrat It wag then she hit him with her urn
cry sheep in Spain, which each Teal brella.
travel some 200 miles from the plaint
—
to the mountains. Their march, rest
Hallway Cars in India.
ing places and behavior are governed
Hot times in India have led to a
by special regulations ,dating from thi unique car construction. 'I
h) passenfourteenth century. At certain Limes ger cars have double roofs, the one
no one may travel the Staille route al from two and a half to eight inches
the sheep, which have the right ti above the other. The upper roof is
gram on all open and common lead tot continued from the sides about MI
the way. For this purpose a road 9( Inches, forming an aw-ing over the
yards wide mud be left on all enclosed upper part of the windows. Another
and private property. The shepherds peculiarity of the Slit and second-clam
lead their flockawhich are accompanied I cars is the servants' compartment at
by provision mules, and by large dogs each end, as almost every passenger
to guard against a night attack by takes at least, one servant with him.
Theater Bar.ks,
New York is to have a ban*, seas
the chief theaters, which will no epee
ail night, so that ladies attending en.
tertalements will be able to deposit
their jewels for osighir*ping ere els

1I

No Courthouses There.
-This seems like a pretty healthy
country," said the tourist. "What die.
ease do most people die of out here?'
"Well," replIeu the western Native.
"eon might call It kleptomania, but
we got a different name tar it.."--etrap,
_ _
.
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List of Directories on File
ALLIMMIENY CITY, PA.
MANrrou, COLO.
Art ANTA. GA.
MEMPHIS. TENN.
BALTIMORE, MD.
MILWAUKEE. Wit
BOSTON, MASS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MIN.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
BRONX, N. Y.
NAUGATUCK, CONTI.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
NEWARK, N. J.
'
BUFFALO, N. T.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
NEW HAVEN. CONN.
."
CINCINNATI. 0.
NEW ORLEANS, LA. CHICAGO. ILL.
NEWPORT, KY.
CLEVELAND, 0.
NEW YORK CITY.
•
COLUMBUS, 0.
NORWICH, CONN.
•
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
PADUCAH. KY.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
COVINGTON, KY.
RICHMOND,IND.• •
DAYTON, 0.
RICHMOND, VA.
DENVER, COLO.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAK
DETROIT, MICH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
ST. PAUL, MINIS.
DULUTH, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
SPRINGFIRLD, 0.
JEFFERSOWILLIB.!ND.
STRATFORD, CONN.
KANSAS CITY, LAS.
SUPERIOR CITY,
zworvnaat. TENN.
"
TOLEDO.()••
LOS ANGELIS, CAL
UTICA. N. T.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
WATER/117NY, CONN.
MANHATTAN. N. Y.
YONKERS.
N. In
MANCHESTER, VA.
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COPIES OF PADUCAH
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PRICE $4.00
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CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
Healthy Bath Rooms
Good plumbing means
good health and this cumbitted with modern sanitary
fixtures /reps to keep the oc•or out
or your house. ',Amami Pune:Enameled plumbing firtures make
healthy bath rooms, are unitary a: ,1
hare a beauty all their own..
If you intend making bath room Improvements, let us show you altmpics
this famous ware. We guarantee torsi
work, prompt serv:ce and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
E. D. HANNAN.
Both Phones sot
i32 St. 4th

•

A
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From Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham

A publisher was talking about °seas
Wilde's strange book. "De Prefcndis."
with its pathetic decoration of a biro.
beating its wings egainst the bars of

•

•

Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE

Differentt Stories That Were Told by
the Dry Goods Merchant and
His Clerk.

dome of the Most Famous Writers
Did Their Best Work Behind Bars.

3

Of Louisville, Kentucky

WHY GOODS WERE SO HIGH

LsOOKS WRITTEN IN PR:SON

Big Bargains in

Caron Directory Company

ALL Or sam=imennn

KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
FREE

The First Time Their Pictures Have Ever
Been Publislasii,

FREE

The Freeing rci,t has for sev•ral veers - Icleavored aecnre pictures of all Restock,/
clovernors ano has ct brit succeeded in setartag them through
the $4111111441414:t of the Keatacky Mau: litatoricid Society.•
In order to place these pie:tures in • permanent form, they have been arranged in •
:troop in an ap•te-date Attar showirig Kentockr with the latest aroma, picture's of
sill the pre tent. of the United States killers and rlags of all
stesTAbill MINIM
santistical data, bioory of the Ritmo-Japan Was, also late mapsnation..
of the United mares, ranarna Canal. Finite-en and Western lietemptiere, reports of (Sc last
thne national census
and ranch caber historical information.
orreere and valuable Atlas la F1/138 to ALL EVENING POs.
It sot sew. suboarlbor ott gt.ao for•full yertel subscription by mallSURSCRIBMS.
or p.m far she
motszli's aulscription. Understand that these rates Are by mail only •nd that
the sub.
mription cric* by carrier or awn ts to cents per week
The Evening Poat publishes ,Si or more edition. amity and the latest edition' is sent to
each reader according to the time that it will reach them
The F.vening rust is end in everything and has lb. most State news and bee.
market reports.
For all the people and •gainst the grafter
Independent always.
Fug the U01:11t.

atm

Eui'ntng tine

Lower/mut, KY.

NUISLACK
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.

They_Always-Get The Germ
For Salo Everywhere.

$1
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B. F. Sears
PRACTICAL

They Bagla to Acquire
Plumpness.

poring Expedition in Polar
Region.

tressed When Deprived of
Correct Apparel.

to Have Been Obtained from
Collangol.

People
Say

There is a dog in Augusta who
"In • couple s.. months from now,
Consul General Guenther, of FrankAn enterprising young Englishman
dresses just like a man, wearing the
said a woman who was matron at a
fort, Germany, reports to the departnamed Alfred II. Harrison started last regulation
coat, vest, collar amid cravat
Tyler, Ky. women's college for several years, summer
Old 'Phone 630-3
down the Mackenzie, the great and is very proud of his apparel. mere. ment of commerce and labor the sue"there will be a flood of letters from
ceestal treatment of appendicitis by
Lir: freshmen to their mothers, all northern river of Canada, to spend the lastly, being very much distressed and means of "collangol,"
•silver solution.
Just sample any other percontaining one complaint: 'I'm grow- winter somewhere in the neighborhood ashamed whenever his busy master He writes:
ing so fat that my clothes won't It of its mouth. His winter camp is sup- does not have time to rig him up in
fume
in town and then procure
"Much
has
been
written
on
the treat3. K. HENDRICK,
me.' And the mothers will worry and posed to be in the delta among the his clothes, reports the Augusta (Ga.) ment of appendicitis, principally
the same odor from us. You'll
with
fret, ad wardrobes will be sent home Eskimo. Next spring he expects to Chronicle.
reference to the question whether, In •
say there is a great difference.
J. G. MILLER
"If there are any who are "from given
to be let out.
set out on an exploripg expedition
case, an operation must be perMissouri," they may be satisfied by formed
"THERE'S
A REASON." We
"Freshmen at the women's college into an unknown
to save the life of the patient.
polar area.
WM. MARBLh
calling at a blacksmith shop on Ellis It would
always grow very plump, and they
know
buy perfumes.
to
how
doubtless
be a great boon if a
All the maps show a great number street, near the
city hall, where they remedy could be found
astonish their friends and relatives
make
to
an
opto store perhow
know
We
of
arctic islands to the north of this nut be introduced to him by his maswhen they go home on their first vacseration unnecessary. Such a remedy, it
continent.
But
the
fumes.
weetern
how to show
know
We
part ol ter, George Bailey, a negro employe of is alleged,
non by the amount of flesh they have
has been found under the
put on. And it is all due, I believe, this region has not yet been explored the smithy.
you perfumes. Our knowledge
name of 'oollangol.' Collangol is a form
He wears them with •conscious dig- of pure silver
to the healthy, normal life that a girl excepting very near the coast, and
water.
soluble
in
Chemof these requisites is what enLAWYERS.
leads at college.
there is a stretch of about 1.000 miles nity and is hugely delighted when any- ical manipulations far rendering silver,
us to give you perfumes
able
oats
stops
to
notice
attire
his
and
com-The food Is always palatable, nour- of sea to the weet of Prince Eatricb
quick ether and some other metals solment
thereon.
will
He
Intently
gaze
ishing,
and
that
have not detonated since
of
the
best,
and
the
even
uble
Island
in water were discovered within
and Banks Landing where not
Practice in all the courts of th
at each speaker and joyously wag his the last few years.
moat !lately maiden learns to eat a bit of land is
coming into our possession,
The antiseptic prop
State. Both phones 31.
shown.
tail when complimented upon his ap- arty of silver has long
been known,as,
Rooms 1,3, 3 and 4. Register Build- nverTtlilisl. I bay* men girls who
The Jeannette drifted through the pearance.
entered college with the idea that they
for
lust:.
on
in
the
form
of lunar causbig. 523 1-2 Broadway.
middle of this region without seelus
It is not known what whim induced tic, which has also been
could get nothing but the white meat
administered
land
until
she
got
north
of
the New the blacksmith to thus clothe his ea- taternally.
of Chicken and lemon ice, contentedly
It's use. however, has been
eating fried veal snd onions • ley Siberia islands, where she discovered sins pet "in ill points like as we are." very limited. Based upon this knowlthree islands. No reason is knows But he certainly devised the dogs edeg successful experiments have been
weeks later.
DRUGGIST
"And these meals are always served why there should not be other islands dress most ingeniously. No detail is made by some noted physicians through
at a regular time, and with plenty and Harrison's purpose Is, If poselbla waning. The cat of his coat is after the use of the so:utile, non-Irritating
'SXTH AND BROADWAY
of lively conversation to make them to find new lands, should any exist is the latest mode—has pockets, too— and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
tles collar is nicely laundered and the diseases, as, for instance, In
digest easily. Let me say right here. Wes part of the
the dreaded
Arctic.
cravat is tied with correct smartness.
too, that the popular notion that colpuerperal fever and other suppurative
Harrison has one advantage ova
The first thing in the morning he fevers.
lege girls have midnight spreads of
Most explorers and that Is that he Is must be properly dressed, or else he
mdigestibles is a wrong one.
"Dr. Moosbrugger. of LeutiOrch, has
Such
things belong to a boarding school, but a man of means. All he had to dc whines piteously. After he has been now used weenies' In appendicitis, as
was to select his field of work, settle Method ascording to his usual custom well internally
not to a women's college.
and externally.
This
"Then there are regular bouts foe the bills for his outfit, and go on his his Joy knows no bounds, and he die treatment, accordl-ur to his statement
plays his pleasure with much bark- in the last number
retiring. Lights mast be out at tate way.
of the Munich Medo'clock, and that means eight hours
lie is bearing the whole expense ing and wagging of his tab. He has ical Weekly Review, has yielded exof good, healthful sleep.
The out- himself, except that be received a iota the utmost contempt for the host of zreordinaelly good results. Within two
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building
naked dogs who roam *bait the street
door life ahlo contributes to the plump. of selentiOc Instruments from
the and absolutely refuses to associate or three days after treatment•decided
ye 1-11 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
sees of the girl..
improvement was noticeable In incipiRoyal Geographical society; and some with them, manifesting a spirit of
New Phone am; Old 1487 R
osh ent cases. In oases where
"College girls stay indoors only
an inflamma.
of the 'sledges and other equipment raged indignation at their immod
when they have to, and plenty of fres%
Lion of the peritoneum had already
SPECIALTIES:
used
by
a
south
polar
expedition
say.
air makes them strong and muscular.
taken place, a cure was, however, very
Abstracting of Titles
The gymnasium is another factor. Its were presented to him.
ilow—often only after weeks of treatFirst.
Insurance. Corporation and
The work before him is difficult and "PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND alma both internally and externally.
purposes is to develop a girl physicalBecause it irons smothly, not
Real Estate Law.
ly, and each freshman is esamined eazardous, but there is every reason
Village of 1,700 People Who Seem ii.xcepting two with very severe cases
rough.
that she may get the exercise she most to hope that he may be able to add
on of the 72 whit h came under his obSecond.
to Have Gone Spiritually
needs.
something at least to our knowledge
wrestion and treatment all were cured
holes, or stud
button
The
Sleep.
to
-Under all throe conditions the of Orli unknown area. He is an exwithout say surgical operation.
He
holes match.
-freshmen rapidly grow plump and rosy perleisced traveler,
and has trankJ
"Pagan Hook" Is the name now en- .:laines that this treatment Is very much
Third.
and this plumpness they rarely lose himself
very thoroughly to.carry out joyed by the quiet little village of superior to an) ot!tur, and that be is
Negligee shirts with buttons
during their college course Even the
Justified
in
stating
every
that
case
of
his work on scientific lines
He has Hook, which is situated some three
are ironed perfectly and withthinnest girl finds she can wear a
appendicitis, if early diagnosed, be it
ogles from Kingston-on-Thamem.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
a
number
of
excellent
assistants
and
out injury.
tiecollete evening gown after she has
e ver so acute and malignant, can be
Se !oat in Indifference Is this village
Fourth
here at college three months and the expects to buy doge of the Stakimoe
cured Is h collet:gut without resorting
TELEPHONES:
that the Thar, the Rev. W. IL Ding
In
the
It irons either stiff or pleated
Mackenzie
delta.
fat girls lad their superfleous
the
knife.
to
well, has thrown up the cure of the
bosoms like
new, and the
According to our present knowl
turning into hard. Arra muscle.
"In 'few of the otherwise favorable
Ressdence, 296; Office, 335.
parish 'in despair, says a recent Loa"hump" so often sees is mikell"And one thing more. College
experiences with this remedy it is very
...die. it is doubtful If the more north- don report.
isg.
are always happy. sad every woman ern arctic waters In this region con"I have worked hard here for nearly probable that his opinion will prove corNo other like it in West Kengrows fat when she is happy."
tain any islands. Not far north of three sears," said the %icor. In an 11 rect But after all it will inquire a great
Satisfy yourself
tucky.
by
deal
iery
of
critical
observation
before
Franc Josef Land Dr. Nansen came tarsier, "and it seems largely in vain
sending us your laundry.
THE JEWISH PHYSICIAN. upon a sea with soundings of 2,000 I have spoken to the people personal') It will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
and have implored them to come te
fathoms.
many lives. The published statements
Members of the Medical Profess:en
church,
they
but
will
not
do
it.
It is believed that this deep sea es
of
Dr. hitembrugger are not explicit
La History Who Belonged to
either
'iNo effort,
spiritual or matends over the whole of the north
'Mose ma.
enough as to the history of the cases to
That Race.
terial.
no
concert,
whether
high-claw
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
make • real criticism possible. At all
polar area to within 100 or 150 miles
_
or extremely 'popular.' no branch
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00;
An interesting survey of Jews es of the continents. If this is the case, church activity dist 1 hare been able events. his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, it cannot
Unlimilled Ticket $5.00, meals ani members of our profession is to be ote no land is likely to be found, except to devise or carry on will
induce tha
yet be stated how long the cure wittiest.
berth included.
talned from a little work eat:: toil on the continental shelf, where the people of Hook to corns to church.
-Judisebe Aerate und ihr Mathias set soundings rarely exceed 3045 fathoms
"There Is a population of 1,700 pros Light cases of appendicitis can be
'as Judentum." which, says the Sled If Harrison discovers new islands, the pie, but many of them absolutely re- healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, Is for how long.
Ica' Record, ban been liumed by Dr probability Is
that he will find them fuse to attend church. In fact, opt} Further experiments will be awaited
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party Simon **barbel
One of the mow vithfn
200 out of the 1,700 have attended
200 miles of the coarse. of
eromtnent of the earlier persocages
church, and some of these even are not with great Interest, says the Maasof five or over, $1.5o each, without
America or Asia.
North
ksJia "
mentioned is Chasdal, who tee-ante
Hook people
Boy anything and sell everything.
meals; 8a.00 with meals.
"The fact is that the village is spite
minister under the Calif Abdul-ftab
WHAT
LEGAL
TERMS
MEAN.
Court Street
stS-sto
Lilo Plume
man Ill., and did much to establisi
FARE WAS PARTICULAR. Itually asleep. They do not go to nonGood mimic on all the boats.. For
the poeitIon of the Jews among tto
conformist pieces .of worship, nor do Italics of the Time When Legal Terms ses1111.
farther particulars see
Moslems in Spain during the tenth cea Human. Young Woman Gave Canby th.y go golfing or motoring. They
Had a Significance Not
have simply gone to sleep and they do
a Most Unpleasant SenS. A. FOWLER. Gen. Pass. Agent Wry, as well as to foster the study ill
Known Now.
the
sot
Talmud
give
a
10
thoeght
that
country.
to spiritual things."
Jeliszds
satio.v.
or GIVEN FOWLER. City Pass,
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC--Ha:v.1. who lived 100 years later, was
The vicar has now departed for the
— —
Agent. Phone 33.
TION.
To most persons the phrase "This InThe young woman was about to take Weld !nine.; on a holiday voyage.
a busy physician who was also tilt
denture witnesseth" is as much Greca
sensor of distingolsbed practical sac a ride In a cab. She was evidently a
Some of the more enlightened inhab as the common phrase
"Witness my
pbliosophical
works.
grew humane young person, because, when tonna of "Pagan Hook" are taking hand and seal." Yet t 1th are relics of
The
J. C. Flournoy
around a large memorial paper asking the time when
Ceti' Reed bialmonides of Cordova is include! the driver of the vehicle brought it
these legal forms carat
Christian and pagan alike to sign an ried with them a significance
among the list of physicians by tht bgr signal, she
'NOW IS THE TIME
proceeded to question
not oh
*arrest entreaty to the reverend gen tattling at presenL
author, who says that he created wills*
THIS IS IHE PLACE
him. relates the Baltimore News.
tlemen to return to them.
bi almost a new Talmud, and alleges
LAWYERS.
Legal documents were 011C44 On"Has your horse done much work tothat Richard Coeur de Leon wished
grassed upon parchment because paper
make him his court physician, In spits day?" she asked.
INCoRPORATED
THE FUR-LINED OVERCOAT. cost so much more than dressed skin
Rooms zo, mm and 72, Columbia Bldg.
.
"des just come out of his stable
—
of the edicts of Popes Eugenio*. Nide
The parchment was arldom trimmed
sod B'way. Day and Night
PADUCAH, KY.
edam and Calixtus that Christian. eady," replied that person. mgnda Dressy Gentleman Will Carry the exactly and the top was scalloped with
Free Catalogue
School
Garment Inside Out on
ebould not employ Jewish physician' mously.
-415.
the knife, hence the term "this indent.
In Spain many years before the/ wen
His Arm.
The gir, felt tho quadniped's side's
ure." Even where the lawyers have
practically the only practitioners o
departed from the custom, still obtain"Ae seems to Le very warm." she
The precise and high-priced tattoo ing in England. of using parchment
medicine. Somewhat later Pope Alex
for
yen tured.
drew a chalk picture oa the r setornet their legal forms the phrase
ander VI. had as personal physician
Attorney at Law.
has been
*Answer: his stable's warm. Hest who was -trying
on," relates the Prov retained.
Jew, Bonet de Latest, who subsequenth
heap more comfortable trotting about Idence Journal, stuck
became attached to the court of Lout,
three pins in
In the same way the signature 00
Room No. 5.
Paducah
bins and ssid:
X. The edict against Jewish ;shy.' then ha is in his bon btall."
'hand awl sear is a relic of those old
Columbia Bldg.
Kentucky
The young women peered at his
-The most radical change in gar an times %% ben only clerls and the
cans was finally raised by Sixtus V
Old Phone 1992.
menu for gentlemen for winter yea ziergy weld wield the pen. It was the
largely at the instigation of two ther hoofs.
celebrated physicians, David de Pomo
",are Mr shoes all right" she aaked. this year will corns in the fur-lined custom for the contractlue parties to St. Louis an& Tennessee River Peenand Ella Montalto. In the latter par
"Scre," said the driver.
"We overcoat_ We have been driven to ji lay their hands non the document in et company—the cheapest and bee
by a detachable fur collar which has _oken of their greet faith and tnere re
eighteenth
Mendels
the
century
of
bey,
a
veteepary
who
shots the
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
made its appearance and which can be ruined a smudge. As these original excursion met of Paducah.
seines efforts In behalf of his cone herses every morning before
they
fastened
on to the permani.nt collar hum!) marks were me easily itledti
ratriuts were ably seconded by his come out of
the stable, and every
or a $16 ready-made topcoat in • vra led, the gentry 'ad.:ed their seals rie
friend, the physician Marcus Herz. who
evening before they go in."
that will puzzle an expert to detect ita .he purpose ut further establishing the
enstributed much toward the elevatio;
"Is be very old" faltered tha atri. on and off features. of course, Ma' calidity of the docureetito it may not
OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Bank of the Jews In Germany.
In still
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky. more recent time Ascher. Steinheim gingerly proddIK; the horse's' lip in kite the fur collar for the rich atm is generally known that a seal is title
Room iza, Fraternity Building.
'dressy' gentleman who has a senuin• squired in law, though the need lot
Erter and Johann Jacoby have been e, vain attempt to see his teeth.
fnr coat. We shall Malin the collar e, t passed with the aortal ef education,
"Thst h_as of
prominent, and the author closes les
bottling
more'n
•
New Phone 1'4
OW Phone 4114A enumeration with the widely knosa
eolt, miss," resoonded the driver. se- the expensive coat. of the same mu 1,ict 10e hlt of red paint- dilhed by ttit
rames of Steassmann, Newsroom riously. "He ain't been in harness terial as the cloth of the (oat, or co avytr is as nece.osary as the signs.
velvet, cut a little wider than the col .ure to certain doctieleots.
lent
kiagitu.ky and Senator.
inore'n a year. But he has the sweet
A court of law is a reminiscence of
lar of the ordinary coat.
It is a trip of pleasure, comIcat
disposition ler sure, and
he's a.
"And muffs will not be sewed on the :he time when justice sat In the open
Bit of Westmoreland.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
service, good tab)
steady as an old hoes. lie's a regulas sleeves of the
first-class fur-lined coat xiurt yard, and the "dock" is from • and rest; good
The sv estmoreland bills are the rekitten for geutlences and spirits."
this season. They wcre always ring- German word meaning a receptacle good roams, etc. Boats leave eac
Lawyer.
mains of an infinitely older world—
I
while, while the -lbar" is a Weiss wore Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
The young woman smiled as one geetive of the crushed tragedian."
giants decoyed, but of a great race and
"How will people know that 'dressy meaning a branch of a tree used Lc For other information apply to J
ancestry; they have the finish, the rho feels that she has done all she
delicate or noble loveliness—one might can in the eause of humanity. "Well,' sr! wealthy gentlemen have wit-lined separate the lords of justice from then
Frank
Koger, superintendent;
vassals.
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken almost say the manner—that comes oi sbe said, "don't drive fast," and eonts?" inquired the custodian, aux!
entire
The
phraseology
of the bench Brown, agent.
ously.
long and gentle companionship with stepped into the vehicle.
tucks
'hose chief forces that make for nat,
.
-They will carry them inside out os Is remlnisceut of the earlier days, but
"If there's anything I bate it Is to
gral beauty—with air anu water, with
their arms," replied the precise tailor. having been proven proper, has been
take these S. P. C. A. ladles a-riding,retained.
temperate suns and too abundant
driver
confided
growl
in
a
the
to
a
felrains. Beside them the Alps are in.
Not the Clam.
His Profession.
Clam uiggers kt4 predict:ag a cold
human; the Apennines. mere forest. low cabman as he adjusted h:s reins
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
"What do you do for a living? What
grown heaps—mountains In the mak "Every time I try q make this obi wieter because the clams ar., burrow.
Architect and Superintendent.
is your trade or profession?" asked the
(flomeopathist)
lag; while all that Scotland gains from brute trot a bit now she'll be poking Ins deep. Just sr- a clam should be
Judge of the prisoner.
eoz Fraternity Building.
the easy enveloping glory of its heath- up the trap and a-screaming at me. ghetto credit fer ).:lowing more about
"I am, your honor, a pbarmaceoce
Westmoreland,
which Is almost I sure do hope his shoes'll slay on till the weather than htiman beings is not tagraphologist.
er.
Old Phone 4911 4Red.
"
His honor threatOffice 306 Broadveay—Phone 120
heatheriess. must owe to an Infinitude
clear. Some animals may be creiliteo
I get her wherever she's a-going."
him for contempt of court,
floe
to
sued
Residence 8ro Broadway.
K(NTUCKh
PADUCAH.
ef fine strokes, tints, curves and groupwith superior inetloctive impresskin•-•
but he proved that the word was all
tags. to touches of magic and to lints
elans—Washicg
a
not
Star.
ton
but
Phone iao.
Friends for Self-Defense.
rlght, meaning a writer of pftcripor grace, yet never losing the will
tiutts.—Philadelphla Press.
Jinks—I tell you what It Is, there is
energy of precipice and rock that beExchange of Confidences.
longs of right to a mountain world.— nothing like having twos of friends.
Iloshaod (during the hon•yinnon)—
The Comfortable Fortune.
Nut Square.
Winkle—I cretonne not.
I Was awfully nervous when I pro
"How do we know the. world is
What i3 your idea of a oomfortabic OesLucy.
links—No, sir. As soon as I lose • posed to you.
I was afraid you round?" asked the school teacher.
fortune?" asked the ambitious youth
—DENTIST— "
pets
Gly friends go all around hunting roeldn't accept me.
Mammoth
Moth.
"Because we know it isn't square."
"One," answered the man of expe
nervous
awfully
Wtfe—And
was
I
The largest moth known Is the Giant a new place for ,xne so as Co gave me
Mandl, replied the toy who liad been
Hence, "that
Truehart Building
big enough to atAtlas. found lu China, the wings pf th• trouble of borrowing from Lima.— for weelis before yeirproposed. I was %burbles know-lege about xelee Ltd
tract the 'attention of the grand
jnry.- Which measure
afraid you wouldn't...4010re.
nine inches across.
httay Stories.
TEL, 517 R
Naehingtog Star.
County
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COLLEGE GIRLS GROW FA1 RICH MAN' IN THE ARCTIC. 000 PROUD- OF CLOTHES. REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
WIIIIMINININIMI111111111111111111111111111111111me
---- --Soon After Entering the "Presides'. Venlig Englishman of Means on En- Canine That Is Very Much Dis- Extraordinarily Good Results Said

Work

a

Specialty.

OUR PERFUMES
ARE ,BEST

Hendrick Miller
Marble

J. D. Oehlschlaeger

C. MANNING SEARS, M.O.
Offics 1707 Ism St.
Thisokoss 377.

WE USE

E. H.PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM 1RONERS

WHY?

H.T.!livers,M. D.

Excursion Rates on
WS‘ The Rive'

•

Star Laundry

NOTICE

HiEhest Prices Paid for Second-Haul

STOVES AND FURNITURE

Clem Fransiola

FLOURNOY & REED

PADUCAH CENTRAL

rALBEN W. BARKLEY'

Excursion

1.

A

LAWYERS

the Round Trip to
S8.00 ForTennessee
river & retur

Oa D. Schmidt

A.. S DABNEY
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FEET
THIS MORNING
I
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4

PERSONAL MENTION.

*

YOU CAN'T TRIFLE 2 ittitt************•.e****0***
*
SICKNESS
Mrs. Joe A. littler has returned
WITH
;•

river will be falling by night. The
Henderson ferryboat'has'rescued theme
sands of dollars' worth of carrle,
mules and stock from lawlands of
Southern Indiana. A house was seen
to pass this city at noon today. Madre& of saw-logs are going dowa
stream.

*COI Mil
OVER LIMB

WOMAN JASAS ,teiT CARDS
KILLS HERSELF
Trr—
Leaving 'Bridge Whist Party Miss et
Anna Boyd. of Brooklyn, Takes
Chloroform.
-New York, Jan. 2.0.—After an evening spent at bridge' whist in the
apartments of her sister at the Hotel
St. George, Brooklyn, Miss Frances
Scott Boyd, sixty-nine years old, ended her life by chloroform in htr room
at too PineapPle street. She was
found gowned an‘she had been at the
card party a few hours before.
Over her face was a towel and outside the towel was pinned a newspaper. The towel was satioated with
chloroform.
Rumors that losses at the card table
had actuated the self-destruction were
denied by•the doted woman's relatives.
It was bait( Ilya pie stglies in the last
game vette Meirlyt nominal.

* from visiting Mrs. John B. Wickliffe
In emergencies, prompt, exact . of Wickliffe, Ky.
•
NO PROSPECT OF A DECLINE
LITTLE SEXTON BOY
careful and intelligent service is
HAD
'Mr. and Mrs, William Sanders of
es
IN THE OHIO RIVER AT
LEG BROKEN
CoRiver
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